
NLPCC 2019 Shared Task:  

Open Domain Semantic Parsing 

 

In this year’s NLPCC, we call for the Open Domain Semantic Parsing shared task. 

The goal of this task is to predict the correct logical form (in lambda-calculus) for each 

question in the test set, based on a given knowledge graph. 

In this task, a Multi-perspective Semantic ParSing (or MSParS) dataset will be 

released, which can be used to evaluate the performance of a semantic parser from 

different aspects. This dataset includes more than 80,000 human-generated questions, 

where each question is annotated with entities, the question type and the 

corresponding logical form. We split MSParS into a train set, a development set and a 

test set. Both train and development sets will be provided to participating teams, while 

the test set will NOT. After participating teams submit their output files, we will 

evaluate their performances. 

In MSParS, there is a total of 9 question types, including single-relation, multi-hop, 

multi-constraint, multi-choice, aggregation, comparison, yes/no, superlative, and 

multi-turn. Below table gives an annotation example for each question type. 

 
 

For submission file, each participating team should predict the logical form of each 

question in the test set (i.e., MSParS.test) and fill the prediction to the field <logical 

form id=XXX>. Note, you can add your predictions to <parameters id=XXX> and < 

question type id=XXX> as well, but we will NOT evaluate them. Below is an example. 

• <question id=XXX> chatfield reservoir average depth 

• <logical form id=XXX> add-your-prediction-here 

• <parameters id=XXX>  will-NOT-evaluate 

• <question type id=XXX> will-NOT-evaluate 

Please send your final submission file to nanduan@microsoft.com before the 

submission deadline (2019-05-20). 

Note, the test set will be released on 2019-05-15 (on GitHub). 

 

The dataset is now downloadable on GitHub (https://github.com/msra-nlc/MSParS). 

Any question, please contact: nanduan@microsoft.com. We hope this dataset can 

further advance the development of the natural language understanding research. 
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